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Luke tells us Jesus entered Jerusalem in Palm Sunday parade. He’s in the Temple,
the pinnacle of faith at best, grown ever larger in his lifetime. He’s chased out
people profiting on religious rituals. He’s taught about taxes and more lessons that
challenge Roman and religious leaders. He just lauded a poor widow’s generous
offering. Now begins what’s called Luke’s apocalypse. It’s a style of writing
seeming to forecast doom and gloom … really meant to convey promise and hope.
That’s important. Jesus doesn’t try to instill fear. He’s being clear about reality, to
encourage living faith. Hear what the Spirit may say. {Read Luke 21:5-19}

It’s like Jesus’ vision is real. Barbara Brown Taylor hiked in the Kachkar Mountains
of Northeastern Turkey. There in the eleventh and twelfth centuries a strong
Camelot-like Christian Kingdom of Georgia flourished. Prosperous economy.
Byzantine artists adorned public buildings. 200 years later it was gone, torn apart as
neighboring nations and kingdoms rose against them. Now it’s beautiful wilderness
again—tall pines, rushing streams, verdant valleys, a few flat places to farm—
wonderful hiking. Taylor’s guide led their group up a dirt road toward a small
settlement hidden among trees. As they turned a bend, a huge gray-stone ruined
cathedral appeared. The central dome still rose in tattered majesty, with grass rooted
between roof tiles, and a crumbled façade. The whole group fell silent.

Stepping through the main portal, Taylor writes: the sheer size swallowed me. Very
little roof remained, but massive walls still held faded frescoes of biblical scenes.
Many stones had been plundered for other purposes, but carved lambs of God and
medieval saints still bore witness. Evidence of camp fires in one side chapel. A trash
heap in another where rats prowled for scraps. Then I heard children, Taylor writes,
playing soccer on green lawn covering the central nave, as sheep grazed under the
apse. In the dome above, I could still see an outstretched arm of Christ extended in
blessing, where he presided over communion. The rest of him flaked away. Sitting
down under what was left of his embrace, I surveyed ruins of his church. Taylor
notes Christianity was born in Turkey, the land of St. Paul. But the last Armenian
baptism got recorded well over a century ago. Christians now less than 1% of the
population.i
As for this temple, Jesus said, adorned with beautiful stones; the day will come
when not one stone will be left on another. Friends, I love this sanctuary. I get what
a literacy tutor here said this past week when she brought a friend in the side
transept. I was taking the bulletin picture or talking with Michael, went over to greet
them. She said: “Often, I just come in here and sit in silence. So beautiful. You can
really sense God’s presence.” Maybe you get it too—the Holy One, here, speaking
to our hearts.
I love this sanctuary and all we share here. The thought of it being gone, is worse
than soap in my mouth as a kid, screeching brakes, silverware grating a plate just
wrong. Don’t even suggest it! Yet chips in flag stones right beside our font and
elsewhere remind us it’s possible. Even probable that the day will come.
According to Luke, Jesus asks us: And what if it does? What if this all was rubble
and ruin right now? As deep keeps calling to deep, our souls longing for God, what
would living faith really be? You see, by the time Luke writes his gospel, Jesus’

vision is real. That’s life—the unthinkable, Jerusalem in ruins. The Temple reduced
to rubble. Religious leaders whipped up fervor and recruited people to revolt against
Rome. Armies left “not one stone on another.” Luke has Jesus speak in future tense
to address the past and present, to name their experience. Jesus’ voice expresses the
people’s reality a half century later. And if Jesus says it, then God must know and
be with us! Luke’s not really forecasting events to come. He offers comfort, hope,
encouragement, purpose for life as people know it. Wars and violence, earthquakes
and natural disasters like Vesuvius erupting, famine, dreadful portents in society …
about the only thing missing are zombies! And more personally, followers of Jesus
were persecuted in synagogues and prisons and colosseums, brought before leaders
of every sort to be sentenced for punishment or death.
Maybe it doesn’t seem like our experience of faith. Maybe more opposite
Christianity’s comfortable place in American society. And maybe we’d like faith to
just keep comforting us. But then hear our news. And Jesus’ vision seems real.
Deadly violence in Cameroon and Hong Kong, incessant war in Syria and terrifying
school shootings, political chaos and hypocrisy and polarizing conflict, fires in
California, droughts in Africa, floods in Venice as climate changes. Then hear
stories of our own lives or loved ones. Bodies or minds crumble apart. Loneliness
roots in cracks of our heart. Tears of loss wear away faded frescoes of goodness and
beauty. Ending relationships or jobs add to a scrap heap of memory. Religion we’ve
known collapsing, church buildings procured for other purposes, faith flaking away.
Assumptions, expectations, dreams, wonders that make us feel safe and inspired …
reduced to rubble and ruin. Where’s the good news?
Friends, I follow Jesus, because he offers comfort, hope that’s real. Jesus’ solution,
wrote Howard Thurman, his hope, Israel’s promise as they faced hostile Rome
becomes the word, the work, the way of redemption for all cast-down people in
every age. Thurman reminds us: our Bible is no compendium of perfect bliss.

Nearly its entirety was written amid experiences, from perspectives, for people who
were distressed, outcasts, persecuted, oppressed. Thurman wrote out of such
experiences in our own country, inspiring Martin Luther King Jr. and many other
religious and civic leaders since. Wherever Jesus’ spirit arises, Thurman promises,
the oppressed and distressed gather fresh courage.ii
Wars, natural disasters, dreadful horrors, Jesus warned. Arrests, persecution, tests
and trials of all kinds … and this will give you an opportunity to testify! To testify! I
will give you, he assures, the Word of our God that stands forever, as Isaiah says.
Don’t be defensive, he urges. Keep following my way of grace and compassion,
trusting my truth of love, living my service and sacrifice, and you will endure. You
will be filled, freed, transformed with the power of resurrection! God’s reign of love
will be real for you! Here’s the crucial caveat. We can’t know exactly how, when, in
what way, or for whom to vote to make it happen. Jesus gets pretty clear on this
point. Still, people calculate and pontificate. You know, I shake my head trying to
keep patient good-humor. We’re all human. We feel much better when life is in
control. When life starts crumbling like the Jewish Temple or a Georgian Cathedral
we want some definite plan to cling to. I get the desire. I get the good intentions.
Still, that’s no guarantee we get from God in Jesus.
When we read Bible texts like ours today neither extreme of stern “end is near”
warning or endless prosperity gospel smiles will do. As we discern what it means
for our lives neither hopeless despair or Dionysian excess will do. Living faith rises
gratefully from confident humility and realistic hope. We trust in grace and mercy;
we resolve to live with love; we pursue fullness of peace despite all evidence to the
contrary. We give our hearts to holy purpose though voices around us may ridicule
and voices inside us may doubt. We raise our voices – in our words, our actions,
sometimes simply with our presence … all as God’s presence as much as in this
sanctuary.

“Jesus, Teacher, how will we know what to do?” people asked. Don’t get defensive,
he says. Or deceived by ignorant speculation or sensational threats. Nor passively
give in to oppression or despair. See amid trouble, time to offer other possibility—
vision for life God intends. What do we say? What’s our elevator speech? What
clear word of good news do we share?
Maybe something like Isaiah in his time. His people came home from exile to
rebuild Jerusalem in ruins. They’re divided, cynical, resenting other nations. He
gives them vision that’s tangible—houses and vineyards. It’s trusting—even in the
darkest hour, Holy Love brings life. It’s uplifting with joy and longevity. It’s
upending—no survival of the fittest mentality, rather predator and prey, tenderly
sustained together in peace. In that spirit, Jesus calls us to keep living amid rubble
and ruin. Not dead and gone, rather alive and rebuilding life.iii
So, here’s where we get real. Friends, I don’t know our church’s future—
Presbyterian, Christian, this one. For many, God’s love in Christ is fading, flaking
away. Maybe for us God, Jesus, the Spirit can seem hard to see in the eyes of our
hearts. I pray that in some way, we ever know we’re loved and can love. And
nothing in life or death can separate us from that love, which salvation in Christ is
all about. We know other flagstones will get chipped. We know other disagreements
will arise. We know our place in culture is no longer as central as laid out here in the
heart of our city. Still, we’ll keep baptizing, keep rejoicing, keep praying and
working in our broken world. We’ll keep standing between City Hall and the Civic
Theatre. We’ll keep serving beyond our selves at Edison, Ministry, CtV, Literacy,
Habitat, Rickman House, and myriad ways we work and live with family and
friends inspired like prophets and apostles long ago. We’ll keep testifying, at best,
maybe a bit like Desmond Tutu and others in South Africa offering vision for life as
Apartheid neared its end.

Goodness is stronger than evil, love stronger than hate,
light stronger than darkness, life stronger than death.
Victory is ours, victory is ours, through God who loves us!
Victory is ours, victory is ours, through God who loves us!iv
When pain never ceases or terrible illness strikes sapping life slowly into suffering.
When addiction grips or a next step in recovery both makes us happy yet seems
hard. When work we do drains and depresses us. When search for work discourages
us. When relationships break our hearts. When hurts cut deep and we can’t speak.
When grief makes it hard to get out of bed. Friends, I so want to fix it. I so want to
find an explanation so we can form a solution. At least, I want to fill you with love
so you won’t feel alone. Even better I so wish in Holy Grace there was some way to
avoid all trial and trouble and tears. Yet, our promise of faith is not that we’re
exempt. Our promise is this affliction is not the end! Then comes our testimony!
Friends, trust it, believe it … will you sing it with me? Words are on the cover …
Goodness is stronger than evil, love stronger than hate,
light stronger than darkness, life stronger than death.
Victory is ours, victory is ours, through God who loves us!
Victory is ours, victory is ours, through God who loves us!
Through a year ahead when impeachment leads into another election; in our society
so plagued by inequity and binary categories, so fueled by sensational media, selfish
motives, and insidious bias, so defined by despising enemies from our echo
chambers; on our planet with natural cycles clearly distorting and natural disasters
worsening while we still dispute causes and refute responses … friends, I don’t
know what’s going to happen next. I can’t practically see how we’ll come together
to make a difference. I can’t predict how we’ll change course without something

catastrophic like another world war that no one wants. Still I believe Jesus wants us
to keep testifying. To keep trusting. To keep living our faith. To keep finding our
voice and singing with Tutu … declaring loud and clear:
Goodness is stronger than evil, love stronger than hate,
light stronger than darkness, life stronger than death.
Victory is ours, victory is ours, through God who loves us!
Victory is ours, victory is ours, through God who loves us!
Let’s be clear, Jesus said. We’ll hear of wars and terror. Nation against nation.
Earthquakes, food insecurity, threatened pandemics. We may get persecuted in halls
of power, conflicted in our own families. Jesus’ vision will seem real. It is not the
end. We will endure. We’ll gain our soul, our truest identity and fullest life. Trust.
And if you’re tired, weak, and worn, Jesus comforts and offers hope: “Even if it’s
hard to see me with you, reach for my hand, outstretched in blessing and to
embrace. So may you may be raised up strong enough to testify when it’s your
turn!”
Thanks be to God. Amen.
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